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INTRODUCTION

 
The recent research trends show that the 

communication process has embodied 
processing to improve performance and quality of 
data transmissions. The most important 
inmodern data communication handling 
channel adjustment and error handling
few years, data communication 
innovations and inventions.The 
information is performed keeping in mind that it 
must have fast speed, consume 
deliver with Quality of Service (QoS). It must have 
error correction ability and complex c
efficiency to perform optimally.In case of large 
volumes of data transmission with high speed, 
reliability and effectiveness of information 
transmission over finitecommunication channels 
the most challenging issue. Error handling techniques 
play a significant part in network frameworks.
other, hand error detection and 
overhead due inclusion of excess data 
theinformation source.Wireless compact devices 
such as mobile phones and broadband modems 
perform better with forward 
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A B S T R A C T  
As the technology is advancing, the reliability and efficiency of high performance 
advanced communication is becoming a big challenge. Error detections and corrections 
are quite significant parts in communication networks. There are many methods devised 
for the error corrections. Convolutional codes are commonly used for high performance 
target. These are also called as Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes. The information 
transmission of coded words with repetitive nature is a focus of recent research. The 
channel decoder performance can be improved by innovative methods. This research 
work is focused on designing an improved forward error correction technique, which 
may be called as anenhanced Viterbi algorithm usingconvolutional encoder and Viterbi 
decoder with a few modifications. Convolutional encoding and Viterbi decoding 
appears to be an effective forward error correction system. It is suitable for noisy and 
highly dynamic channels.The Viterbi decoder is followed by another decoder using a 
Finite State Machine (FMS) model. The newly implemented decoder performs better 
compared to that of only Viterbi decoder. It can handle error correction far more 
efficiently. The most important aim is to devise a solution with improved performance 
and reduced complexity. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The recent research trends show that the 
communication process has embodied signal 

to improve performance and quality of 
he most important elements 

handling include 
handling codes. In last 

communication has seen many 
 coding of data 

keeping in mind that it 
consume low power and 

deliver with Quality of Service (QoS). It must have 
ability and complex computational 

In case of large 
with high speed, the 

and effectiveness of information 
over finitecommunication channels is 

handling techniques 
frameworks. On the 
 correction needs 
excess data at 

.Wireless compact devices 
phones and broadband modems 

forward error correction 

systems.These codes support appropriate 
of data communication systems with almost 
insignificant errors’ level. 

Many currently in use source encoders
fixed-length encoders regularly utilize
channels for transmission.Even 
words at source encoder has redundant data bits 
which are required for error corrections.This shows 
that reliable and secured transmission of coded 
information has unavoidable excess 
correction bits. This helps for error detection and 
subsequently correction of it. Excess bits are added at 
transmitter and the same are used for detection and 
correction of errors at receiver. 
few residual repetitionsare still in existence after 
source encoding is accomplished which consumes 
resources such as local memory. For this situation, 
the huge requirement for source memory at the 
channel encoder is frequently 
the restrictions for the memory usages for 
execution of multifaceted nature of the 
decoder ends up in unmanageable memory of 
source. 

The research work in the past 
generally used forward error correction and by using 
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appropriate functioning 
mmunication systems with almost 

source encoders such as 
length encoders regularly utilize broad 

.Even a grouping of data 
has redundant data bits 

which are required for error corrections.This shows 
transmission of coded data 

excess bits, called error 
This helps for error detection and 

subsequently correction of it. Excess bits are added at 
transmitter and the same are used for detection and 
correction of errors at receiver. A condition where 
few residual repetitionsare still in existence after 

accomplished which consumes 
memory. For this situation, 

source memory at the 
coder is frequently costly event. One of 

memory usages for the 
eted nature of the encoder or 

unmanageable memory of at data 

research work in the past outlines the 
error correction and by using 
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a very popular technique ofconvolutional encoder 
with Viterbi decoder. Convolutional encoding with 
Viterbi decoder is an efficient method forforward 
error correction control system. It is very efficient 
suitable for channels prone to errors from channel 
noises and external sources. Along with Viterbi 
decoder, another decoder is used based on Finite 
State Machine model. The new decoder combination 
performs superior compared to the Viterbi decoder 
for error detection and correction is concerned. 

The main aim of this research work is to 
designand implement a technique which is scalable 
and upgradable with less complexity and more 
efficient over a large range of operations. The 
inspiration of research is derived from the idea of 
enhancing an error correction strategy in specific 
areas of secured data transmission. For 
accomplishing this, firstlya Viterbi decoder is 
implemented and after that its performance is 
enhanced to handle error prone communications over 
noisy and deep space channels. It can be emphasized 
that usage of Viterbi decoder is justified in case of 
long burst errors. The Viterbi decoder has more 
redundant error bits that are included to find the long 
continuous sequences of error bits. In case of 
arbitrary errors, Viterbi includes its computational 
ability to handle the errors more efficiently. The 
maximal likelihood estimation is still a very 
convincing and efficient method used across the 
communication systems. For error detection the 
convolutional coding with Viterbi decoding is a 
generally preferred technique amongst all 
researchers.  

An effective architecture of error handling 
circuits can be modeled by considering the outlineof 
a computational based methodology. The outcomeof 
this technique results in a proficient error handling 
gadget that uses a better timing and bits. This 
ultimately results in reduced redundant error 
detecting bits and thereby it enhances the variables 
such as computational quality and handling time etc. 
 
2.Related Work: 

A diverse adaptations of the Viterbi decoder 
have been used and is described in detailed form by 
various researchers[1], [2]. These newly developed 
and advanced techniques givesbetter execution of 
data communications over traditional Viterbi decoder 
based on calculation for various applications. In a 
research in the past, it has been shown that the 
Viterbi computation can discover N transmitted 
grouping. The computational capability is based on 
digital signal processing. The Viterbi computation is 
dependable and is worthy for every error handling 
cases that requiring a different approach [2]. Another 
technique in whicht ischanged or varied, has proven 
better results [2]. Thecomputational method is used 
for Viterbi balance on IS – 54 radio channels.  

In an effective and adaptive Viterbi decoder 
implementation, the redundancies are reduced and 

memory optimization is achieved [3].This technique, 
however, cannot take care of long burst errors that 
may occur due to deep space disturbances and extra-
terrestrial radio wave disturbances [4].This research 
work has exhibited a new way of implementation of 
advanced Viterbi decoder under flexible constraints 
[4]. This work is focused on theimplementation of 
decoder with adaptive features for convolutional and 
Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) codes. The decoder 
is designed in such a way that it productivity is 
increased by due to increased rate of the trellis unit. 
Another research group has found the solution for a 
low powermultiple rate high quality computational 
based system to reduce weights for the applications 
of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) [5]. The 
research work here is concentrated on the Space 
Time Trellis Code (STTC) for MIMO 
applications.Implementation of Viterbi decoder with 
minimum hardware usage and low complexity 
modeling is the focus of this research work. For 
improving the overall efficiency of the decoder, a 
reconfigurable nature of the decoder is tried [6]. It 
has been successful to some extent. In case of highly 
unpredictable environment, Convolutional encoder at 
transmitter endin combination with Viterbi decoder 
at receiver end is implemented. This has, to some 
extent, reduced the unpredictability. 
 
3.Problem Statement and Proposed Solution: 
3.1 Research Problem Statement: 

Diversified functional and wide range of 
operational capability of any system is significantly 
useful in manyspecific cases according to the 
application requirements.The Viterbi decoder needs 
to improve its efficiency and speed of operations is 
highly in demand in the modern type of high volume 
data transmissions. The authors have proposed a 
research based solution for a broadly utilized forward 
error correction by using convolutional encoder with 
Viterbi decoder algorithms. The next logical step is 
to implement Viterbi decoder with enhanced 
parameters of better performance.  
 
3.1 Research Problem Statement: 

This research work is based on design and 
implementation of a complete solution for 
applications in forward error correction called as 
Enhanced Viterbi Computation using mainly two 
sub-modules as convolutional encoder at transmitter 
end and Viterbi decoder at receiver. Generally a 
convolutional encoding along with Viterbi decoding 
is a very important forward error correction 
architecture which is suitable for the communication 
channels prone to highly unpredictable noise and 
distortions. This can degrade the quality of the data 
communications. The major change in the newly 
proposed system is that the Viterbi decoder is 
followed by another decoder using Finite State 
Machine model. It has been implemented 
successfully. The Viterbi computational technique 
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was first time used in 1967 as a technique for 
decoding convolutional codes [7].Today over a 
billion hand held devices operate based on Viterbi 
Algorithm (VA) decoders. This is one of the largest 
uses of any technology in any given application. The 
most used application of this technology is found in 
advanced video television. For example, data 
communications by Qualcomm products, trillions 
and trillions bits are decoded every second with the 
help of computerizedVA for TV sets [8].  The 
Viterbi method is a powerful method for reducing 
probability based decoding which has complex 
nature. VA computational method is most suitable 
and versatile tool for ideal calculation. This is due to 
the fact that it minimizes the likelihood of errors. It is 
very well known for the efficient handling of the 
most complicated trellis codes at every stage which 
reduces decoding the complex and noisy signals. 
Additionally, by the early conclusion of not at all 
likely to be cases, helps reducing the unwanted or 

unlikely case. Hence at next stage there are reduced 
cases which in turn reducecomplexity and increase 
the processing speed. The efficiency of Viterbi 
algorithm is highly dependable upon the paths of the 
trellis diagram chosen for decoding computation. 

 
4. Convolutional Coding: 
4.1 Encoding Process: 

Convolutional codes vary compared to other 
type of codes according to the method or technique 
of operation. A convolutional encoder works over 
serial data information flow, while other codes work 
for sample data information in a discrete fashion. 
These codes are known for the way a memory is used 
during encoding and decoding operations and other 
component in the convolutional encoder. For the case 
of other codes, there is no memory component 
included in the encoding module. The Figure 1 
shows the block diagram of a communication system 
using convolutional encoder and Viterbi decoder.

 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Enhanced Viterbi Decoder with Lock Bits 
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Convolutional codes are represented in a 
standard format like (n, k, L), where n is the number 
of output bits from the encoder, k is the number of 
data bits to the encoded and L is the constraint length 
of the encoder. There are different representations for 
the constraint length in various literatures, but the 
main concept is much similar.  The constraint length 
is important to know the data memory stages or flip-
flops as a part of the encoder. For whatever length of 
time, Lcan be computed for number of memory 
stages (m). The normally required length is 
determined by using the expression as L = k(m+1).  

A simple example can be taken for easy 
understanding of convolutional codes. Let codes be 
denoted by (2, 1, 3) where n=2, k=1 and L=3. The 
expression L=k(m+1)is usedto determine constraint 
lengthL.The encoder is constructed based on the 

assumed parameters and data.  The encoder is 
constructed with 1 input bit, 2 output bits and 2 
memory elements. Note that the L=k (m+1) 
expression leads to 2 memory elements. Here these 
two memory elements are used to store the past 2 
input bits. If the expression L=k*m is used and for a 
(2,1,3) encoder (L=3), the number of memory 
elements are 3, where these 3 memory elements are 
used to store past 3 input bits. The expression for 
constraint length has to be carefully analyzed and 
selected otherwise it may lead to a different encoder 
structure. 

For our (2, 1, 3) encoder, the convolution 
encoder structure, state diagram and Trellis are 
shown in Figure 2, Figure 3and Figure 4 
respectively.

        
Fig. 2: Encoder Structure for (2, 1, 3) Convolution Code with g0= [1 0 1] and g1= [1 1 1] 
                  

 
Fig. 3: Finite State Machine Model Based Viterbi Decoding with an Example   

Output0 
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A trellis diagram is built from the given state 
diagram. Trellis diagram is basically a sequence of 
decoding the data information at receiver end. It 

shows the step by step Viterbi decoding computation 
for the data encoded by using convolutional encoder 
at the transmitter side. 

   

 
Fig. 4: Four Stage Viterbi Decoding with an Example Path Shown in Red Color   

 
A four stage Trellis is shown in Figure 4 for only 

as a representation example and not actual. It only 
gives interpretation about how decoding is performed 
at each stage. The four possible paths of the encoder 
are shown as four even lines. Present states are on the 
left side and the possible next states on the right half 
of the trellis diagram. There is a defined association 
between the present states and the next states. The 
output bits are identified from the state paths as the 
state transition moves forward. A multi stage Trellis 
is built by repeating the single stage and comparing 
each of the single stage with next as shown in Figure 
4. 

 
4.2 Viterbi Decoder for Convolutional Codes: 

 

Viterbi computation is used to decode the 
convolutional codes. The decoding can be done in 
two different ways. The first method is called hard 
decision decoding. It uses Hamming distance as a 
metric to perform the operation. The other method is 
based on software based decoding. This method uses 
Euclidean distance as a metric. The VA 
decodingconsists of three stages, namelybranch 
metric computation, path metric computation and 
trace back operation. 

The Viterbi decoder consists of four main units. 
These are Branch Metrices Unit (BMU), Add 
Control Select Unit (ACSU), Path Matrices Unit 
(PMU) and Survivor Management Unit (SMU). 
Figure5 shows the general structure of Viterbi 
decoder.

 
 

 
Fig. 5: General structure of viterbi decoder 

 
The BMU is responsible for the computation of 

matrices and ACSU selects the survivor paths for 
each Trellis state. The SMU performs the decoding 
process to map the correct output based on the most 
optimum pathmetric. 

 
4.3 Enhanced Viterbi Algorithm: 

It is well known problem due to long burst errors 
which may occur in deep space communication. The 
efficiency of Viterbi decoder reduces by significant 
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margins if burst errors occur. It is, therefore, 
worthwhile to improve and enhance encoding and 

decoding strategies that in turn enhances the 
decoder's operational execution process. 

  
 

                       
 
Fig. 6: State Diagram of a Lower Locked (2, 1, 2) Convolutional Encoder 

 
The proposed algorithm incorporates a strategy 

that locks the encoder with either two low bits (00) 
or two high bits (11) after each information bit to be 
encoded at the transmitter. Using so as to lock the 
encoder two lower bits is to include two zero bits 
after a specific length of data bits to be encoded. For 
example, consider a bit stream {0-1-0…} to be 
encoded. Itappears like {0-0-0-1-0-0-0-0-0…} after 
locking with two low bits.The same data for locking 
with two high bits, the bit stream looks like {0-1-1-1-
1-1-0-1-1…}. The bits in red are locking bits. Figure 
6 demonstrates the lower bit locked (2, 1, 2) twofold 
convolutional encoder. It gives functioning sequence. 
Table I demonstrates the improved encoding 
example of chosen input data for a specific series of 
bits {1, 0, 1...}. It utilizes a low locking bit for 

encoder. It then compares theoutput code words in 
conjunction with encoder's states. Lock bits are 
additionally transmitted with information through the 
transmission channel. This brings down the encoder's 
information transmission rate from 1/2 to 1/6 which 
implies that for every information bit transmitted, 
there are six bits to be transmitted in channel. This 
strategy is arrived by making tradeoff. Low 
lockingbits for encoder can work without state S3, 
i.e. with only three states. This,as a special feature 
gives the VA decoder advantage to utilize Non 
Transmittable Codeword (NTC) at the receiver. 
Table I demonstrates the data analytics for encoding 
where in at time intervals 1, 4 and 7 are information 
bits and the rest all are lock bits for low bit locking 
convolutional encoder. 

 
Table I: Proposed Enhanced Encoding Example Process 

Time Interval Input (data) Input state Output (Codeword) Next State 
     
1 1 S0 00 S2 
2 0 S2 01 S1 
3 0 S1 10 S0 
4 0 S0 11 S0 
5 0 S0 11 S0 
6 0 S0 11 S0 
7 1 S0 00 S2 
8 0 S2 01 S1 
9 0 S1 10 S0 

 
NTC is either two low bits (00) for lower end 

bolted encoder or two high bits (11) for higher end 
bolted encoder. NTCs can be added to the received 
code-words before these are routed to VA decoder 
for decoding the information. Unlike lock bits, NTCs 
do not reduce encoder's information transmission rate 
as these codes not transmitted over the channel. 
Since NTCs are known code-words {00-00-00… for 
low locked encoder} and {11-11-11… for high 
locked encoder}, these can be easily added to the 
received information code-words before decoding 
procedure is performed. After the decoding process, 

NTCs and lock bits are dropped and the remaining 
information bits are processed. 

After the encoding is accomplished, both code 
words relating to information and lock bits are 
transmitted through channel. The channel noise 
affects the transmitted bits due to which errors occur 
in the channel. The code words are added to the 
received data bits before decoding, then, the single 
error bit is identified easily.  After the expansion of 
the NTCs, the decoder returns to its typical state. The 
improved decoder effectively corrects the errors 
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occurred during transmission. The parameter used for encoding and decoding are summarized in Table II. 
 

Table II:  Simulation Parameters 
Parameter Value 
Data Length 105 
Constraint Length (K) 3 
Generator polynomial (111,101) 
Rate (r) 1/2 
Encoder Lock bits 2 zero bits (00) 
NTCs 6 
Modulation/Demodulation  BPSK 
Noise Model AWGN 
Path Evaluation Hamming Distance Metric 

 
5. Experimental Results: 

The Figure 6 shows a comparative performance 
for the parameter of Bit Error Rate (BER) and code 
addition of encoder-decoder pair between the 
traditional (2, 1, 2) convolutional code and bolted (2, 
1, 2) convolutional code upgraded by 6NTCs. It is 
clear from Figure that, 6NTCs has improved VA 
decoding. It has a generally lower BER, as it can be 
seen from simulated results that has given the highest 
code increase by 21 dB (at 10-4 BER) and least code 
picking up of 4 dB (around 10-1 BER). The 
traditional convolutional encoder with its existing 
VA decoder hasthe highest code addition by 18 dB 
(at 10-4 BER) and at least (- 3) dB code pick up (at 
approximately 10-1 BER). It can be noted that, the 
current Viterbi computation has a negative code pick 
up in all SNR values below 6 dB. This is due to the 
fact that there is high convergence of burst errors. It 
can observed that, the proposed strategy enhanced 
the execution of the current (2, 1, 2) convolutional 

encoder-decoder by not less than 3 dB on a level and 
moderate Rayleigh blurring channel. 
 
6. Conclusion and Future Work: 

In this research work, authors have effectively 
improved andenhanced Viterbi Algorithm in a way 
that it works better in many cases compared to the 
original algorithm used in the past. The literature 
survey is evident that the significant objectives, such 
as less preparing time and least multifaceted nature 
etcare met. Likewise, this has given the 
opportunitiesfor a new method in solving trellis.The 
redundancies are reduced drastically. The outdated 
features of Viterbi decoder are replaced with many 
significant features of new decoder. It has helped 
todecrease in computational multifaceted nature and 
memory prerequisites. In Future, Viterbi calculation 
can be focused on convolution codes with Viterbi 
decoding for burst errors. This can be even irregular 
error correction schemes, but very important 
breakthrough will be achieved. 

 

 
 
Fig. 6: State Diagram of a Lower Locked (2, 1, 2) Convolutional Encoder 
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